VF AND CF LISTING – O-Q

OSHA see Utah. Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

VF & CF Oaks, Dallin H.

VF Oblad, Alex G.

VF O'Brien, Jim.

Obscenity see Pornography.

CF Observatory--Utah.

Occultism see Witchcraft.

VF Ochsenius, Von Herrn Carl.

VF & CF O'Dea, Thomas F.

VF Odens, Peter.

VF & CF Odiorne, George S.

VF O'Donnell, Buck.

VF & CF Odyssey House.
CF Odyssey House. 1990-

VF Odyssey House. 1991-

VF Oertle, Lee.

VF Oertle, V. Lee.

Off-road vehicles see Recreational vehicles.

VF & CF Ogden, Peter Skene, 1794-1854.

VF Ogden, Thomas E.

VF Ogden Area Public Forum.

CF Ogden Civic Theatre.

Ogden. Defense Depot see Defense Depot, Ogden.

VF & CF Ogden High School, Ogden, Utah.

CF Ogden Surgical Society.

VF & CF Ogden Union Station.

VF & CF Ogden, Utah. (2 CF folders)

VF Ogden, Utah. Prior to 1950.
VF Ogden, Utah. 1950-1959.


CF Ogden, Utah. 1986-1990.

VF Ogden, Utah. 1990-


CF Ogden, Utah. 1993-

CF Ogden, Utah--Elections.

CF Ogden, Utah--History.

CF Ogden, Utah--Politics and government.

CF Ogden, Utah--Politics and government. 1986-

CF Ogilvie, Orin A.

VF & CF Oil-shale.


VF Oil-shale. 1980-


CF Oil-shale. 1987-

VF Oil--The West.

VF Oil--Utah.

CF* Oil--Utah.: nos. 1-35

CF* Oil--Utah. 1972-1975.: nos. 36-69

CF* Oil--Utah. 1976-1979.: nos. 70-86

VF Oil--Utah. 1980-

CF* Oil--Utah. 1980-1985.: nos. 87-95

CF* Oil--Utah. 1986-1988.: nos. 96-113

CF* Oil--Utah. 1989-1991.: nos. 114-144

CF* Oil--Utah. 1992- : nos. 145-
CF* Oil--Utah.

Oil wells see Oil--Utah.

VF Ojos de dios.

Old Ephraim see Ephraim, Utah.

Old Faithful Geyser see Yellowstone National Park.

CF Old Folks Day.

CF Old Goshen.

VF & CF Old Mill.

VF Old Oregon Trail.

Old Paper Mill see Old Mill.
Old Pawn see Indians of North America--Jewelry.

VF Oliver, Marion L.


VF Olpin, Albert Ray, 1898-1983. 1980-

CF Olpin, Albert Ray, 1989-1983. 1988-

VF Olson, Earl E.

VF Olson, Ferron Allred.

VF Olson, Jennings G.

VF Olson, Sigurd F.

Olympics, Winter see Winter Olympics--1972. Utah Bid;
Winter Olympics-- 1976. Utah Bid; Winter
Olympics--1996. Utah Bid; Winter Olympics--

VF O'Meara, Mrs. Patrick.

VF Omnibus.

see also Crime--Salt Lake City; Crime--Utah.

Omniwest see Perpetual Storage, Inc.
VF One World Crusade.

VF O'Neil, Floyd A.

VF Onward to Statehood.

VF Open Book.

CF Ophir, Utah.

Ophir, Utah. Ophir City Hall see Buildings--Utah.

VF & CF Opportunity Center.

VF Optometrists--Utah.

CF Oquirrh Mountains.

VF & CF Oral history.


VF Oral history. 1985-

VF & CF Oratorio Society of Utah.

see also Salt Lake Oratorio Society.
CF Oratorio Society of Utah. 1988-

Order of Aaron see Aaronic Order.

CF Orderville, Utah.

VF & CF Ordinances, etc., Salt Lake City.

VF & CF Ordinances, etc., Salt Lake County.

Oregon-California Trails Association see Utah Crossroads (Oregon-California Trails Association.

VF & CF Oregon Trail.


VF Oregon Trail. 1960-

VF & CF Orem, Utah.

Organ see Salt Lake City. Tabernacle. Organ.

CF Organ Bank.

CF Organ Loft, Salt Lake City.

see also Bray, Lawrence.

Organic evolution see Mormon Church--Evolution.
VF Ortiz, Martin.

VF Orr, G. F.

VF & CF Orton, Bill.


CF Orton, Bill. 1993-

VF Osborne, George Edwin, 1917-

VF Oscela, William, pseud.

VF & CF Osmonds.


CF Osmonds. 1990-

VF Otis, George Demont.

VF Ottinger, George Martin, 1833-1917.

CF Ottinger Hall.

CF Ottley, JoAnn.
VF Ouray, Colorado.

VF & CF Outlaws.

see also Crime and criminals--The West.

CF Outlaws. 1990-

Outlaws--Utah see also Dart, Isom.

VF Overfield, Chauncey P.

VF Overfield, Theresa.

VF & CF Overland Trail.

VF & CF Overthrust Belt.

CF Overthrust Belt. 1988-

VF Owens, Wayne.

CF* Owens, Wayne.: nos. 1-44


CF* Owens, Wayne. 1986.: nos. 45-55

CF* Owens, Wayne. 1987. (folder 1): nos. 56-86

CF* Owens, Wayne. 1988-1989.: nos. 110-142

CF* Owens, Wayne. 1990.: nos. 143-164


CF* Owens, Wayne. 1991.: nos. 165-188


CF* Owens, Wayne. 1992-: nos. 189-

VF Owens, Wayne. 1994-

CF* Owens, Wayne.

CF* Owens, Wayne.

CF* Owens, Wayne.

CF* Owens, Wayne.

CF* Owens, Wayne.

Oxbow Jail see Salt Lake City-County Jail.

CF PCB.

CF PCB. 1990-

CF PEPCON.
CF PEPCON. 1990-

PIRG see Utah. University. Utah Public Interest Research Group.

CF PITCH (Pre-School Intervention and Training for Children with Handicaps).

POW's see Prisoners of War, American.

CF P's and Q's Club.

Pacific Engineering and Production Company see PEPCON.

Pacifism see also Conscientious objectors; Mormon Church--Doctrine--Selective Pacifism; Mormons and Mormonism--War and morals.

VF Pack, Douglas H.

VF Pack, Frederick J.

VF & CF Packer, Boyd K., 1924-

VF Page, Arizona.

Pahreah, Utah see Paria, Utah.

CF Pahvant Valley Historical Society.
CF Paiute Indians.

CF Paiute Indians. 1988-

VF Palmer, Bob.

VF Palmer, David A.

VF Palmyra, New York.

VF CF Panguitch, Utah.

VF & CF Papanikolas, Helen Zeese, 1917-

Paper Mill see Old Mill.

Paramedics see Emergency medical services.


VF & CF Parent-Teacher Association.

CF Parent-Teacher Association. 1986-

VF Paria, Utah.

CF* Paria, Utah.: nos. 1-

Parie, Utah see Paria, Utah.
Parimutuel betting see Gambling--Utah.

Pari-mutuel gambling see Gambling--Utah.


VF Park, John Rockey, 1833-1900.

Park City Art Festival see Park City, Utah.

VF Park City. Planning Commission.

VF Park City School of Creative Art and Dance.

VF & CF Park City, Utah. (2 VF folders)


CF Park City, Utah. 1978.

CF Park City, Utah. 1979.


CF Park City, Utah. 1990.

VF Park City, Utah. 1990-

CF Park City, Utah. 1991.


CF Park City, Utah. 1993.

CF Park City, Utah. 1994-

CF Park City, Utah--Development.

CF Park City, Utah--Development. 1988-

Park City, Utah. Park City School of Creative Art and Dance see Park City School of Creative Art and Dance.

Park City, Utah. Railroad station see Railroads--Utah.
Park City, Utah. St. Mary's Catholic School see Buildings--Utah.

CF Park City, Utah. Theatre.

CF Park City, Utah. Theatre. 1988-

VF & CF Park City West.

VF Park districts--Utah.

see also National parks and reserves; National parks and reserves-- The West; National parks and reserves--Utah.

VF & CF Parker, George Leroy, 1867-

CF* Parker, Jeri.: nos. 1-

VF Parker, Karl G.

VF Parking--Salt Lake City.

CF* Parking--Salt Lake City.: nos. 1-15

CF* Parking--Salt Lake City. 1971-1979.: nos. 16-38

CF* Parking--Salt Lake City. 1980-1984.: nos. 39-47

CF* Parking--Salt Lake City. 1986-1990.: nos. 48-63
CF* Parking--Salt Lake City. 1991- : nos. 64-

CF* Parking--Salt Lake City.

CF* Parking--Salt Lake City.

CF* Parking--Salt Lake City.

CF* Parking--Salt Lake City.

CF* Parking--Salt Lake City.

CF Parkinson, C. Jay.

VF Parkinson, Joan.

VF Parks--Salt Lake City.

CF* Parks--Salt Lake City.: nos. 1-18

CF* Parks--Salt Lake City. 1967-1975.: nos. 19-34

CF* Parks--Salt Lake City. 1976-1979.: nos. 35-60

CF* Parks--Salt Lake City. 1980-1985.: nos. 61-77

CF* Parks--Salt Lake City. 1986-1989.: nos. 78-95

CF* Parks--Salt Lake City. 1990- : nos. 96-

CF* Parks--Salt Lake City.
CF* Parks--Salt Lake City.

CF* Parks--Salt Lake City.

CF* Parks--Salt Lake City.

CF* Parks--Salt Lake City.

CF* Parks--Salt Lake City.

CF* Parks--Salt Lake County.: nos. 1-14

CF* Parks--Salt Lake County. 1980-1986.: nos. 15-32

CF* Parks--Salt Lake County. 1987.: nos. 33-57

CF* Parks--Salt Lake County. 1988-1989.: nos. 58-72

CF* Parks--Salt Lake County. 1990- : nos. 73-

CF* Parks--Salt Lake County.

CF* Parks--Salt Lake County.

CF* Parks--Salt Lake County.

CF* Parks--Salt Lake County.

CF* Parks--Salt Lake County.

CF* Parks--Salt Lake County.

CF* Parks--Salt Lake County.

CF Parks--Utah see also Names of individual parks;
National parks and reserves --The West; National parks and reserves--Utah; Parks--Salt Lake City; Parks--Salt Lake County; State parks--Utah.

VF & CF Parleys Canyon.

CF* Parleys Summit.: nos. 1-

VF Parman, Donald L.

CF* Parmelee, Theron S., 1896-1975.: nos. 1-


CF* Parmley, Thomas J., 1855-1947.: nos. 1-

VF Parowan, Utah.

CF* Parowan, Utah.: nos. 1-

VF Parowan Prophet see Freeborn, Leland F.

VF Parrish, Joel, 1829-1904.

VF Parry, Caroline K.

Parry, Gronway see Gronway Parry Collection.

VF Parry, Roland.
Parry Collection see Gronway Parry Collection.

VF Parsons, Arthur Barrette.

VF Partridge, Ernest.

VF Partridge, William S.

VF Pathfinder Books.

VF Patrick, William Caine.

VF Paul, Rodman W.

CF Paul Bunyan's woodpile.

VF Pawar, Sheelwant B.

VF Payne, Lee.

VF & CF Payson, Utah.

Peace and Freedom Party see Utah Peace and Freedom Party.

VF & CF Peace Corps.

CF Peace Corps. 1990-

Peace Gardens see International Peace Gardens.
VF & CF Pearson, Carol Lynn.

VF Peck, Jeffrey W.

VF Peckham, Stanton.

VF Pedersen, Allan.

VF Pedestrian traffic--Salt Lake City.

VF Peel, Langford, 1829-1867.

VF Pehrson, Patricia Ann.

VF Penal institutions--Utah.

see also Jails--Utah; Prisons--Utah; Salt Lake City-County Jail; Utah. State Prison.

VF & CF Pendergast, David M.

VF Pendleton, Robert C., 1918-1982.


VF Penrose, Charles William, 1832-1925.


VF People Speak Foundation (The).
CF People's Free Way.

Peregrine Falcons see Birds--Utah.

VF Pero, John F.

CF Perpetual Storage, Inc.

VF Perrins, Glen.

CF Persian Gulf War. (13 folders)
see also Armed forces--Utah; Defense Depot, Ogden, Utah; Dugway Proving Ground; Hill Air Force Base; Tooele Army Depot; Utah National Guard.


CF Persian Gulf War. 1994-

VF Perspectives.

VF Petersen, LaMar.

VF & CF Petersen, Mark Edward, 1900-1984.

Petersen, Robert see Utah. University. Department of
Applied Pharmaceutical Sciences.

VF Peterson, Charles S.

VF & CF Peterson, Chase Nebeker, 1929-

CF Peterson, Chase Nebeker, 1929-. 1986-1990.

VF & CF Peterson, Chase Nebeker, 1929-. 1991-

VF & CF Peterson, Esther.

CF Peterson, Georgia B.

VF & CF Peterson, Glade, 1928-1990.

VF Peterson, Mark E.

VF & CF Peterson, Robert.

VF Peterson, Robert Charles.

CF Peterson, Vadal.

CF Peterson, William O., 1898-1951.

VF Petravage, Jacqueline B.

Petrochem Superfund Site see Nuclear waste material;
Pollution, Land pollution--Utah;
Pollution, Radioactive pollution--Utah.

VF & CF Petroglyphs.

VF Petroglyphs. 1980-


CF Petroglyphs. 1991-

Petroleum industry see Oil shales; Oil--Utah; Tar sands.

VF Petty, George W.

VF Pfeiffer, Douglas.

Pharmaceutical industry--Utah see Drug trade--Utah.

VF Phelps, Thomas.

CF Phelps, William Wines, 1792-1872.

VF Philagios, Nicholas.

VF & CF Phillips, Bruce.

see also Utah Peace and Freedom Party.

VF Phillips, Helen Seeley.
CF Phillips, Jennings, Jr.

see also Salt Lake City--Politics and government.

1979 Scandal.

VF Phillips, Norman.

Phillips, "Portugee" see Phillips, John.

Phillips, Utah see Phillips, Bruce.

VF & CF Phoenix Institute.

VF & CF Photography.

VF Photography. 1980-


CF Photography. 1991-

VF & CF Physical fitness.


CF Physical fitness. 1994-

VF Picard, M. Dane.
Pictography, Indian see Petroglyphs;

Picture-writing, Indian.

VF Pierce, Norman C.

Pierre, Dale S. see Hi-Fi Murder.

VF Pierson, George A.

VF & CF Pimm, Jerry.

VF & CF Pine Canyon Ranch.

VF The Pinery.

VF Pineview Lake, Utah.

VF Pingree, John C.

Pinnock, Hugh W. see Utah University. ASUU. President.

State of the Campus Address; Mormon

Church--General authorities.

Pioche Railroad see Sevier Valley and Pioche Railroad.

CF Pioneer buildings.

VF & CF Pioneer Craft House.
CF Pioneer Craft House. 1988-

VF & CF Pioneer Day.
see also Days of '47.

VF & CF Pioneer Memorial Museum.

CF Pioneer Monument State Park.
see also Pioneer Trails State Park; This is the
Place Monument.

Pioneer Park see Parks--Salt Lake City.

CF Pioneer State Theatre Hall of Fame.

VF & CF Pioneer Trail State Park.
see also Parks--Salt Lake City; Pioneer
Monument State Park; This is the
Place Monument.


VF Pioneer Trail State Park. 1991-

CF Pioneer Trail State Park. 1994-

VF & CF Pioneer Village.
see also Lagoon.

Pioneer Village Museum see Pioneer Village.

VF & CF Pioneers--Utah.


CF Pioneers--Utah. 1994-

VF & CF Pipe Spring National Monument, Arizona.

VF Plain City, Utah.

VF Plains and Rockies: Wagner Camp.

VF Planned Parenthood.
see also Abortion; Birth control; Utah.

Division of Family Services.

CF* Planned Parenthood.: nos. 1-35


CF* Planned Parenthood. 1980.: nos. 36-64


CF* Planned Parenthood. 1983-1985.: nos. 86-109

CF* Planned Parenthood. 1986-1990.: nos. 110-124

VF Planned Parenthood. 1990-

CF* Planned Parenthood. 1991- : nos. 125-

CF* Planned Parenthood.

CF Planning and zoning--Salt Lake City. (2 CF folders)

see also Planning and zoning--Salt Lake County;
Salt Lake City. Planning and Zoning Commission; Salt Lake County. Planning and Zoning Commission.

CF Planning and zoning--Salt Lake City. 1988-

CF Planning and zoning--Salt Lake County.

see also Planning and zoning--Salt Lake City;
Salt Lake City. Planning and Zoning Commission; Salt Lake County. Planning
and Zoning Commission.

VF & CF Plants--Utah.

see also Geography, Historical.

VF Plants--Utah. 1980-

CF Plants--Utah. 1988-

CF Plants, Edible--Rocky Mountain Region.

VF Plaut, G. W. E.

VF & CF Pleasant Grove, Utah.

VF Pleasant View, Utah.

CF Plum Alley.

VF & CF Plummer, Gail, 1899-1964.

VF Poetry, Local Amateur.

VF Poetry--The West.

VF Poetry--The West. 19910

CF Poetry--Utah.

see also Utah. State Poetry Society.
CF Poetry--Utah. 1986-

VF Poets--Utah.

VF & CF Poison Control Center.

CF Poison Control Center. 1990-

CF Poison prevention.

VF Poland Law, 1874.

CF Police brutality.

CF Police brutality. 1993-

Police Chief see Salt Lake City. Police Chief.

Police--Salt Lake City see Salt Lake City. Police Department.

VF Polin, Samuel M.

CF Polio--Utah.

VF & CF Political parties--Utah.

see also American Party--Utah; Communism;

Democratic Party-- Utah; Libertarian
Party--Utah; Republican Party--Utah.


CF Political parties--Utah. 1991-

VF Poll, Richard D.

Pollution see also Environmental Protection Agency.

VF Pollution, Air pollution--Salt Lake City.

VF Pollution, Air pollution--Utah.

see also Kennecott Copper Corporation. Utah Copper Division; Kennecott Corporation; Wasatch Mountain Club, Inc.

CF* Pollution, Air pollution--Utah.: nos. 1-46


CF* Pollution, Air pollution--Utah. 1968-1970.: nos. 47-73


CF* Pollution, Air pollution--Utah. 1971. (folder 1): nos. 74-100
CF* Pollution, Air pollution--Utah. 1971. (folder 2): nos. 101-123

CF* Pollution, Air pollution--Utah. 1972.: nos. 124-151


CF* Pollution, Air pollution--Utah. 1976.: nos. 188-213

Pollution, Air Pollution--Utah. 1976 see also Clean Air Act.

CF* Pollution, Air pollution--Utah. 1977.: nos. 214-236

CF* Pollution, Air pollution--Utah. 1978.: nos. 237-265

CF* Pollution, Air pollution--Utah. 1979.: nos. 266-288

CF* Pollution, Air pollution--Utah. 1980-1981.: nos. 289-318


CF* Pollution, Air pollution--Utah. 1982-1983.: nos. 319-342

CF* Pollution, Air pollution--Utah. 1984-1986.: nos.
343-364

CF* Pollution, Air pollution--Utah. 1987.: nos. 365-383

CF* Pollution, Air pollution--Utah. 1988.: nos. 384-399

CF* Pollution, Air pollution--Utah. 1989. (folder 1): nos. 400-425

CF* Pollution, Air pollution--Utah. 1989. (folder 2): nos. 426-449

CF* Pollution, Air pollution--Utah. 1990. (folder 1): nos. 450-477

CF* Pollution, Air pollution--Utah. 1990. (folder 2): nos. 478-522

VF Pollution, Air pollution--Utah. 1990-

CF* Pollution, Air pollution--Utah. 1991.: nos. 523-561

CF* Pollution, Air pollution--Utah. 1992.: nos. 562-

CF* Pollution, Air pollution--Utah. 1993- : nos.

CF* Pollution, Air pollution--Utah.

CF* Pollution, Air pollution--Utah.
CF* Pollution, Air pollution--Utah.

VF Pollution, Land pollution--Utah.
see also Vitro Chemical Company.

CF* Pollution, Land pollution--Utah.: nos. 1-23

CF* Pollution, Land pollution--Utah. 1989- : nos. 24-

VF Pollution, Land pollution--Utah. 1990-

CF* Pollution, Land pollution--Utah.
CF* Pollution, Land pollution--Utah.

CF* Pollution, Land pollution--Utah.

CF* Pollution, Land pollution--Utah.

VF Pollution, Noise pollution--Utah.

see also Muzak Corporation.

CF* Pollution, Noise pollution--Utah.: nos. 1-28

CF* Pollution, Noise pollution--Utah. 1990- : nos. 29-

VF Pollution, Noise pollution--Utah. 1990-

CF* Pollution, Noise pollution--Utah.

CF* Pollution, Noise pollution--Utah.

VF Pollution, Radioactive pollution--Utah.

see also Cancer; Nuclear waste material;
Sheep--Utah.

CF* Pollution, Radioactive pollution--Utah.: nos. 1-41


CF* Pollution, Radioactive pollution--Utah. 1978. (folder
1): nos. 42-72

CF* Pollution, Radioactive pollution--Utah. 1978. (folder
2): nos. 73-103

CF* Pollution, Radioactive pollution--Utah. 1979. (folder
1): nos. 104-134

CF* Pollution, Radioactive pollution--Utah. 1979. (folder
2): nos. 135-165

CF* Pollution, Radioactive pollution--Utah. 1979. (folder
3): nos. 166-196

CF* Pollution, Radioactive pollution--Utah. 1979. (folder
4): nos. 197-227

CF* Pollution, Radioactive pollution--Utah. 1979. (folder
5): nos. 228-258

CF* Pollution, Radioactive pollution--Utah. 1979. (folder
6): nos. 259-274

CF* Pollution, Radioactive pollution--Utah. 1980. (folder
1): nos. 275-300

CF* Pollution, Radioactive pollution--Utah. 1980. (folder
2): nos. 301-323


324-362

CF* Pollution, Radioactive pollution--Utah. 1982. (folder
1): nos. 363-393

CF* Pollution, Radioactive pollution--Utah. 1982. (folder
2): nos. 394-424

CF* Pollution, Radioactive pollution--Utah. 1982. (folder
3): nos. 425-459

CF* Pollution, Radioactive pollution--Utah. 1983.: nos.
460-472

CF* Pollution, Radioactive pollution--Utah. 1984.: nos.
473-501

CF* Pollution, Radioactive pollution--Utah. 1985: nos.
502-519
CF* Pollution, Radioactive pollution--Utah. 1986: nos. 520-549

CF* Pollution, Radioactive pollution--Utah. 1987.: nos. 550-579

CF* Pollution, Radioactive pollution--Utah. 1988.: nos. 580-601

CF* Pollution, Radioactive pollution--Utah. 1989.: nos. 602-629


CF* Pollution, Radioactive pollution--Utah. 1990. (folder 3): nos. 701-730

VF Pollution, Radioactive pollution--Utah. 1990-

CF* Pollution, Radioactive pollution--Utah. 1991.: nos. 731-758

CF* Pollution, Radioactive pollution--Utah. 1992.: nos.
CF* Pollution, Radioactive pollution--Utah. 1993- : nos.
CF* Pollution--Utah.: nos. 1-

CF* Pollution--Utah.

CF* Pollution--Utah.

VF Pollution, Water pollution--Utah.

see also Water supply--Salt Lake Valley; Water supply--Utah; Water--Utah.

CF* Pollution, Water pollution--Utah.: nos. 1-34


CF* Pollution, Water pollution--Utah. 1989-1990.: nos. 116-133
VF Pollution, Water pollution--Utah. 1990-

CF* Pollution, Water pollution--Utah. 1991- : nos. 134-

CF* Pollution, Water pollution--Utah.

CF* Pollution, Water pollution--Utah.

CF* Pollution, Water pollution--Utah.

CF* Pollution, Water pollution--Utah.

CF* Pollution, Water pollution--Utah.

VF Polygamy.

see also Church of the Firstborn of the Fulness of Times; Church of the Lamb of God; Joseph, Alex; Mormon Church--Polygamy;

Mormons and Mormonism--Polygamy; Singer, John.

CF* Polygamy.: nos. 1-9

CF* Polygamy. 1977. (folder 1): nos. 10-29
CF* Polygamy. 1977. (folder 2): nos. 30-51

CF* Polygamy. 1978-1979.: nos. 52-86

CF* Polygamy. 1981-1985.: nos. 87-104

CF* Polygamy. 1986-1987.: nos. 105-136


CF* Polygamy. 1989.: nos. 181-205

VF Polygamy. 1990-

CF* Polygamy. 1990.: nos. 206-233

CF* Polygamy. 1991.: nos. 234-257

CF* Polygamy. 1992-: nos. 258-

CF* Polygamy.

CF* Polygamy.

CF* Polygamy.

CF* Polygamy.
CF* Polygamy.

Polygraph see Crime control; Raskin, David C.

VF Polynesian peoples--Origin.

VF Ponomareff, Alexander.

VF Pony Dispatch.

VF & CF Pony Express.


VF Pony Express. 1990-

CF Pony Express. 1991-

Pony Express Museum see Pioneer Village.

VF & CF Poor in Utah.

see also Poverty--Utah; Transients--Utah;
Traveler's Aid Society; Homeless--Utah.

VF Poor in Utah. 1987-


CF Poor in Utah. 1994-

CF* Population--Salt Lake City.: nos. 1-

VF Population--Utah.

CF* Population--Utah.: nos. 1-28


CF* Population--Utah. 1986-1988.: nos. 100-131


VF Population--Utah. 1990-

CF* Population--Utah. 1991- : nos. 164-

CF* Population--Utah.

CF* Population--Utah.

CF* Population--Utah.

CF* Population--Utah.

VF Pornography.

CF* Pornography.: nos. 1-15

CF* Pornography. 1966.: nos. 16-46
CF* Pornography. 1967-1969.: nos. 47-60

CF* Pornography. 1970.: nos. 61-73


CF* Pornography. 1971.: nos. 74-98


CF* Pornography. 1973-1974.: nos. 139-155

CF* Pornography. 1975.: nos. 156-179


CF* Pornography. 1976. (folder 2): nos. 204-221

CF* Pornography. 1977.: nos. 222-253

CF* Pornography. 1978.: nos. 254-277


CF* Pornography. 1982-1983.: nos. 292-312
CF* Pornography. 1984-1985.: nos. 313-339


CF* Pornography. 1986. (folder 2): nos. 361-381

CF* Pornography. 1987.: nos. 382-406


CF* Pornography. 1989.: nos. 456-474

VF Pornography. 1990-

CF* Pornography. 1990.: nos. 475-506

CF* Pornography. 1991-: nos. 507-

CF* Pornography.

CF* Pornography.

CF* Pornography.

CF* Pornography.

CF* Pornography.
CF* Pornography.

VF Porter, W. D.

Postal Service--Salt Lake City see U. S. Post Office.

Postal zones see U. S. Post Office.

VF & CF Potash mines and mining--Utah.

VF & CF Poulson, Ezra James, 1889-1980.

VF Poulson, Richard Carl.

CF Poulson, Darrell Devere.

VF Poulson, Martin Wilford.

VF & CF Poultry--Utah.

CF Poultry--Utah. 1991-

VF Poverty Flat.

CF Poverty--Utah.

see also Poor in Utah.
CF Poverty--Utah. 1989-

VF Powell, Jay E.

VF & CF Powell, John Wesley, 1834-1902. (2 VF folders)
see also John Wesley Powell River History Museum,
Green River, Utah.

VF Powell, Lawrence Clark.

VF Powell, William M.

VF & CF Power plants--Utah.
see also Intermountain Power Project;
Kaiparowits Power Project.


CF Power plants--Utah. 1991-

VF Power resources--New Mexico.

VF & CF Power resources--Utah.
see also Intermountain Power Project;
Kaiparowits Power Project.
VF Power resources--Utah--San Juan County.

VF Powers, LeRoy.

CF Prairie dogs.

VF & CF Pratt, Orson, 1811-1881.

VF & CF Pratt, Parley Parker, 1807-1857.

CF Pratt, Richard T.

Prayer in School see Mormon Church--Government relations.

VF & CF Predator control.

see also Animals--Utah; Coyotes; Wolfer.

VF Predator control. 1980-


CF Predator control. 1994-

Pregnancy see Births--Utah; Teenage pregnancy.

VF & CF Presbyterian Church in Utah.

CF Presbyterian Church in Utah. 1991-
President's Council see Utah System of Higher Education. President's Council.

Press see also Shield Law.


VF Price, Gifford W.


VF Price, Philip B.

see also Utah. University. Philip B. Price Lecture.

VF Price, Raye.

VF Price, Richard.

VF Price River Water Conservation District.

VF & CF Price, Utah.


VF & CF Priest, Ivy Baker.

VF & CF Primary Children's Hospital.
VF Primary Children's Hospital. 1980-1989.

CF Primary Children's Hospital. 1986-1987.

CF Primary Children's Hospital. 1988-1989.

CF Primary Children's Hospital. 1990.

VF Primary Children's Hospital. 1990-

CF Primary Children's Hospital. 1991-

VF Prince, Walter Franklin.

VF & CF Printing--Utah.

CF Prison reform.

CF Prisoners of War, American.

CF Prisoners of War, American. 1988-

CF* Prisons--Utah.: nos. 1-24

see also Halfway houses; Jails--Utah; Salt Lake City-County Jail; Utah. State Prison.

CF* Prisons--Utah. 1986-1987.: nos. 25-46

CF* Prisons--Utah. 1988.: nos. 47-62
CF* Prisons--Utah. 1989- : nos. 63-

CF* Prisons--Utah.

VF & CF Private schools--Salt Lake City.


VF & CF Private schools--Salt Lake City. 1990-

CF Private schools--Utah.


CF Private schools--Utah. 1990-

VF & CF Pro Musica.

VF Pro Musica. 1988-

CF Pro Musica. 1990-
VF Probate law and practice--Utah.

Probation see Utah. State Prison--Probation and parole.

VF Proctor, David.

VF Progressive Party.

VF Prohibition--Utah.

Project BOLD see Public lands.

Project SMART see Hurricane Supersonic Research Site.

VF & CF Project Reality.

CF Project Turn.

VF Project 2000.

VF Prokasy, William F.

VF & CF Promised Valley Playhouse.


VF Promised Valley Playhouse. 1985-


CF Promised Valley Playhouse. 1989-

VF & CF Promontory Point, Utah.

see also Golden Spike; Golden Spike National Historic Site.

VF Promontory Point, Utah. 1980-

CF Promontory Point, Utah. 1989-

Promontory Summit, Utah see Promontory Point, Utah.

Pronghorns see Antelope--The West.

Property tax see Taxation--Utah. Property tax.

Property tax limitation see Taxation--Utah. Property tax.

VF Prophecies.

Proposed sports/Jazz arena see Sports--Utah; Delta Center.

VF Prostitution--Salt Lake City.
CF* Prostitution--Salt Lake City.: nos. 1-17

CF* Prostitution--Salt Lake City. 1970-1975.: nos. 18-32

CF* Prostitution--Salt Lake City. 1976-1985.: nos. 33-42

CF* Prostitution--Salt Lake City. 1986-1987.: nos. 43-53

CF* Prostitution--Salt Lake City. 1988- : nos. 54-

CF* Prostitution--Salt Lake City.

CF* Prostitution--Salt Lake City.

CF* Prostitution--Salt Lake City.

CF* Prostitution--Utah.: nos. 1-18


CF* Prostitution--Utah. 1989- : nos. 27-

CF* Prostitution--Utah.

CF* Prostitution--Utah.

CF* Prostitution--Utah.

VF Protestant School of Religion.
CF Protests.

CF Protests. 1990-

VF & CF Pro-Utah Inc.

CF Pro-Utah Inc. 1990-

VF Providence, Utah.

CF Provo Canyon.

CF Provo Canyon. 1986-

VF & CF Provo Canyon School.

VF Provo Centennial Committee.

Provo-Jordan River Parkway see Jordan River Parkway.

CF Provo River.

CF Provo River. 1993-

VF & CF Provo, Utah. (2 VF folders)

VF Provo, Utah. 1980-

CF Provo, Utah. 1992-

Provo, Utah. Central Bank and Trust Company see Central Bank and Trust Company.

VF Provost, Sterling R.

Prozac use see Drugs; Mental health--Utah.

VF & CF Prudential Federal Savings.

CF Psychiatry--Utah.

Public assistance see Welfare--Utah.

CF Public Defender System.

Public hearing see Public record.

Public Interest Research Group see Utah. University. Utah Public Interest Research Group.

VF & CF Public lands--Utah.

see also Range research--The West.


VF Public lands--Utah. 1990-


CF Public lands--Utah. 1994-

Public library see Libraries--Salt Lake County;
Libraries--Utah; Salt Lake City. Public Library.

Public prayer see Mormon Church--Government relations.

CF Public record.

Public safety see Salt Lake City. Public Safety
Department; Salt Lake City. Police department;
Salt Lake City. Fire department; Utah. Department
of Public Safety.

VF Public schools--Salt Lake City.

CF* Public schools--Salt Lake City.: nos. 1-31

VF Public schools--Salt Lake City. 1940-1969.

CF* Public schools--Salt Lake City. 1965-1970.: nos. 32-59


CF* Public schools--Salt Lake City. 1971-1975.: nos. 60-94


CF* Public schools--Salt Lake City. 1976-1989.: nos. 95-120


VF Public schools--Salt Lake City. 1986-

CF* Public schools--Salt Lake City. 1990- : nos. 121-

CF* Public schools--Salt Lake City.

CF* Public schools--Salt Lake City.
CF* Public schools--Salt Lake City.

VF & CF Public schools--Utah.

see also Education--Utah.


CF Public schools--Utah. 1978.


VF Public schools--Utah. 1990-

CF Public schools--Utah. 1993-

CF Public service commission.

Public welfare see Welfare.

VF & CF Publications--Utah.

VF & CF Publishers--The West.

VF Pueblo of Zuni.

VF Pulver, C. S.

Purchasing agent see Budget--Salt Lake City.

VF Pyke, Graham H.

VF Pyper, George Dollinger, 1860-1943.

VF Pyramid Lake.

VF Pyramid Lake Indian Reservation.

VF & CF Quacks and quackery.

CF Quacks and quackery. 1987-
VF Quacks and quackery. 1990-

CF Quail Creek Dam.

CF Quail Creek Dam. 1990-

VF Quaintance, Charles W.

Quakers see Friends, Society of.

VF & CF Quinn, Dennis Michael, 1944-